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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Ready for Hurricane Season?
Innovative Entrepreneur Ensures Safety of Valuable Documents
During This Season of Fire and Hurricane Threats with New Mobile Service

Altamonte Springs, FL – May 21, 2008 – Good Deeds Scanning, LLC of Altamonte
Springs has expanded its product offering to include a new mobile service, Good Deeds
Mobile Scanning, which secures important documents at a customer’s home or business
location.

The service, believed to be the first of its kind in the nation, solves a major hurricane and
fire preparedness issue by scanning and labeling important documents which are then
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saved to a CD-ROM. Multiple copies of the digital media can be stored both locally and
remotely, assuring the owner that valuable information is safely backed up and easily
retrievable in advance of a potentially tragic event.

“Too many households are not prepared in case of an emergency. Florida residents are
especially vulnerable due to our long hurricane season,” said Janine McCabe, president of
Good Deeds Scanning. “We typically procrastinate until the last minute, make simple
preparations, lazy to gather all that’s truly important and are surprised when a disaster
does indeed strike. Good Deeds Scanning takes the worry out of protection of valuable
documents. We’re fast, reliable and provide peace-of-mind.”

Good Deeds Mobile Scanning serves both residential and commercial customers. Within
minutes, the company scans and categorizes a customer’s important documents, such as
home insurance policies, passports, estate planning documents, and banking and credit
card information. An optional service includes the taking of photos of personal valuables
for insurance purposes. Good Deeds provides 2 CD-ROM’s for the customer,
recommending one copy be placed in a safety deposit box, and the other copy kept out of
state.

Customer Mark Wright, owner of a title insurance company, has been using Good Deeds
Scanning for his business operations for nearly 3 years. “The service Janine McCabe’s
company offers is indispensable to me,” Wright, vice president of The Closing Agent,
said. “Good Deeds Scanning provides my customers with a simple, searchable digital
copy of up to 150 pages of title closing documents. Now my customers don’t have to
worry about storing a mass of paper for 10 years. They’re on a single CD-ROM. It’s
awesome.”
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About Good Deeds Scanning

Good Deeds Mobile Scanning, LLC is located in Altamonte Springs, Florida and is the
first service of its kind. In addition to its mobile scanning operation, the company does
business to business scanning and archiving. Good Deeds serves all of Seminole,
Volusia, Lake, Marion, Orange and surrounding counties.

For more information about the company and its services, contact Good Deeds Scanning,
283 Cranes Roost Blvd., Suite #11, Altamonte Springs, FL 32714, or call 407-215-0454.
The company’s website is www.gooddeedsscanning.com.
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